
ACT I

Scene 1

A living room in Brooklyn. A large brown leather
couch sits in the center of the room. A door
downstage right leads to a kitchen and another
door upstage right leads to a bathroom. Upstage
left is a door that leads to outside to the front
of the house. Downstage left is a door that leads
to the bedrooms. There are bookshelves overflowing
with books and board games and a broken chandelier
(lit) sits on top of the shelves. There are potted
plants throughout the space, and two blue plastic
TV trays sit in front of the couch. JULIE sits on
the couch petting a chihuahua and talking to him
in baby talk. DEB is off to the side building a
breakaway chair. She ignored JULIE.

JULIE
Who’s a good dog? Who’s a good good dog? Who is it?
Who’s good? Oh, who’s the goodest good boy good dog in
the whole wide world? Huh? A boof. Boof boof boof. Ah
boof. Ah boof. Bwa bwa bwa bwa bwa bwa bwa. Who’s the
littlest? Little little little little. Bwa bwa.

JERRY calls from offstage.

JERRY
Hello? Hello? You gonna need a new toilet. (he enters
from the bathroom) That one don’t work no more.

JULIE
Oh. Yeah, I didn’t think that it would. Um, will you
put in the new one today?

JERRY
Yeah. I gotta go get it, but I took the old one out.
Don’t try to shower just yet. I put the toilet in the
shower.

JULIE
The old toilet? Like, in the shower?

JERRY
Yeah. I had to put in there. I’m gonna go get a new
toilet now. You gonna be here a while?

JULIE
Oh, yeah. I’ll be here until like 6 or so. (to DEB)
You’ll be here after that, right?
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DEB
Huh? Oh, yeah. I’m around. Oh! Jerry, can you hook the
toilet up to the cold water?

JERRY
Well, I think I can, yes. I’m just gonna hook it up the
same as the old one.

DEB
Don’t do that. The old one was hooked to the hot water.

JERRY
Why’s that?

DEB
I don’t know, but I think that’s why it started leaking
in the first place. Toilets shouldn’t boil.

JULIE
Here here.

JERRY
The toilet boiled?

DEB
Steamy.

JERRY
Well, I’ll hook it up to the cold then. Don’t worry. I
just gotta get some extra piping or something. I’ll be
back soon. (he exits through the outside door)

DEB
Total mouth breather, right?

JULIE
Totally. (mouth breathes loudly)

DEB
We’re going to Hell.

JULIE
I just hope he doesn’t have a heart attack while he’s
fixing things.

DEB
Could you imagine if he died in our bathroom? (crosses
to sofa and starts working on a laptop)

JULIE
If he’s going to he needs to at least finish swapping
out the toilets before he kicks it. I don’t think I
could handle having a four hundred pound black guy dead
in the bathroom plus not be able to pee if I need to.
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DEB
What’s a name for a soda company?

JULIE
Coca-Cola.

DEB
No. A fake soda company.

JULIE
The Fake Soda Company.

DEB
I’m trying to make fake labels for a fake soda brand.
It needs to sound real like Coke or Pepsi, but it can’t
be them.

JULIE
This for a movie?

DEB
TV show. Jingle Cola?

JULIE
I think there is a Jingle Cola already. Cepsi?
Poca-Cola?

DEB
According to Google there isn’t a Jolly Cola.

JULIE
Make the label green.

DEB
It’s silver.

JULIE
Whore.

DEB
Cunt.

JULIE
That’s nice because of the K sound.

DEB
Yup. Boof.

JULIE
Boof.

JULIE goes back to playing with the dog. DEB
carries her laptop over to a large printer in the
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corner of the room and hooks it up. She struggles
with attempting to print something for a while,
lifting the cover of the printer, restarting it.
Eventually she kicks it and sighs audibly. The
document prints.

JULIE
Git it!

DEB
I got it!

JULIE go to the kitchen. She returns with two diet
Pepsis in plastic bottles and a glass canister
full of chips. She sets the drinks and the chips
on one of the blue TV trays. Meanwhile DEB has
pulled a green cutting board and an X-acto knife
off of the shelf and has begun cutting out what
she printed. It’s a fake bottle label. JULIE opens
one of the drinks and begins snacking. She picks
up a Martha Stewart Living magazine and flipping
through it.

JULIE
She always makes the cutest shit.

DEB
I know.

JULIE
Why doesn’t our house look like this?

DEB
Because we’re lazy slobs.

JULIE
We do things. We’re always doing things. I mop like
every other day.

DEB
Because you have a weird obsession with mopping. It’s
not our floors that don’t look nice, it’s the house
itself.

JULIE
IKEA and Martha don’t mix. I bet Martha never gets
roaches.

DEB
Never. Her dog died though.
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JULIE
Sad day.

DEB
Let’s vote Emily off the island.

JULIE
Totes.

DEB
Is it bad that I don’t miss her?

JULIE
I don’t miss her.

DEB
Yeah, but you respond to her emails.

JULIE
Only because I think she’s lonely. But whatever. It’s
two months and she’ll come back to a new toilet.

DEB
Let’s Martha the house while she’s gone.

JULIE
I’m like seventy steps ahead of you.

DEB
How so?

JULIE
All that stuff that was in the downstairs hall
cluttering it up?

DEB
My broken lamp?

JULIE
Yeah, and that box of old clothes for Goodwill. I put
it all in her room.

DEB
Brilliant. Then we’ll find places for it all later.

JULIE
Yup.

DEB
She’s such a slob.
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